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To alloom it may concern: 
Beit known that.I.A.L. S. Jonsort, a citizen of the United States, residing at 

Washington, in the District of Columbia, 
S have E.s and s provements in Vent ystems, of whi 
the following is a specification. 
In late years the extensive building of 

small houses and apartment houses with 
10 suite having each a small cabinet kitchen, together with the lower price of gas has 

made a f". increased use of the E. rang. Thireedom from ashes, and the avoidance of handling coal, together with its 
15 great convenience for quickly bringing it 

into and putting it out of, pervi, have 
inade it a very desirable aijunct to house 
keeping. One very serious objection to its 
use, however, is to be found in the g 20 danger pf vitiating the atmosphere of the 
room with poisonos gases o 
and the Asie odors of cooking. 
This is especially true of the small kitchens 
of apartment houses where a limited amount 

25 of airP allows the air to become quickly 
vitiated... Whenever, from the fouling of the 
stove, a NE adjistment, or other disor 
der, an imperfect combustion of the modern water gas a rapid generation bf car 

80 bon monoxid follows, whose deadly nature 
and insidious character have in some in 
stances poisoned and killed the entire family. 
Such frequent instances of such fatalities 
have occurd in late years as to have argued blic apprehension and caused the 
ormulation of rigid municipal rules as to 

the installation and regulation of the gas 
object of my invention is to cure this 

40 evil entirely and to make the air of a kitchen pure and initary and to that end it consists in a simple system, involving comparatively 
inexpensive elements of construction espe cially related to the gas stove, but having 

45 value also with other forms of heaters. 
Figure 1 is, a vertical sectional elevation showing two gas ranges in rooms one above 

the other coupled up with my rentilating 
devices, Fig. is a front elevation of the 

50 same, on a snaller scale, Fig. 8 is an en 
larged view in vertical section taken through 
the induction ventilating device, Fig. 4 is a 
vertical sectional view, showing a modifica 
tion of the device as applied to masonry 
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zontal cross section of the same on line 5-5 of Fig. 4. 
In the drawing I have shown two gas 

ranges, A' A', in two kitchens arranged one 
above the other, as is common in apartment 80 
houses, but there may be more, or there may be only one. As they are all equipped sub stantially alike, it will only be necessary to 
describe one. ege gas ranges are of any 
ordinary constructionin, which there is a BS 
oven or baking chamber EEE uno 
derneath it and also a table surface with top 
burners. The oven burners are liable to generate carbon monoxid if they. 
become foul or the flames impinge against 70 : 
relatively cooler surface, an F. is . . 
discha into the air ES with the 
carbon dioxid, di s and often fatal ro, 
sults follow. I therefore provide a s 
flue B which extends from the lowest 7 
range, out thruugh the roof and 
referably in a covered ventilator. This 
tle performs a double function, in that it 

not only carries of the products of combus. . . 
tion, consisting chiefly of carbon monoxid 80 
and carbon dioxid, but it also carries of all tly vapir, gher, and objectionable odors 
a rising from the cooking. For this purpose 
each gils range has an outlet pipe d', or a 
in conialitication with its combustion cham- 85 
ber, which pipe is connected to the vertical 
flue B extending through the roof. Then 
at a point in this fluener r the ceilinar of 
encl kitchen an opening in formed which is 
preferably covored by grating or vent reg- 0 
ister C. The walls of the flue B are pers 
fectly straight, and parallel, and between 
them at a point innediately opposite the 
went s' a vertical partition plate is 
arranged, whose lower end extends at an Os 
oblique angle to the wall bearing the reg 
ister and connects with it at a P: below 
tho register. The upper end of his parti 
tion plate extends to a short detace above the register opening. The partition plate 
is set between the two walls of the fue, closer to the back wall than it is to the register 
wnll. In for inch fle the preferred spac 
ing would be allout 1 inches from the par 
tition plate to the back wall, and 2 inch As 
front tR partition plate to the register wall. 
"The purpose of this will be more fity ex 
plained hereafter. 
From the foregoing it will b. seen that 
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ition plate which opens into the file 
d above hlso ity 

. C. ween the partition plate 
register, which is closed below, but 

gpens above into the flue so that an pdraft 
in the space d will induce an updraft in the 
space by auction causing the air in the room near the ceiling to pass through the 
register opening into the space e and thence 
up the flute and out through the roof. 

I will now explain more fully the physical 
principles involved in my invention refer ence being had more especially to Fig. 3. 
There are two classes of gaseous products 

to be taken care of fron a gas stove. One 
is the direct products of the combustio; of 
the fuel, which consists chiefly of cnrbon di 

, oxid and carbon monoxid, which are very 
nous, The other is the vaporour ex alation proceeding from the cooking on the 

stove which, while not poisonous is, never 
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theless, very objectionable, especially in 
apartment househ. In Fig. 3 the poisonous 
combustion gases are indicated by the heavy 
arrows and the cooking vapors by the light 

OWs. 

I will now describe the special function of the partition plate b as regards its spac 
ing, which for the narrow throat d and the relatively wider space e. 

It is well W that gases rise from coin 
vection 'rith a velocity proportional to the 
temperature and as the combustion gases 
CO, and CO, are quite hot and rise rapidly. 
they do not need so large a passageway, aid 
hence the small, passageway d, while the moist and cooler cooking vapors, moving 
more slowly, require the increased space e. 
Not only this, however, but the inclined bot 
ton of plateb makes a tapering throat for 
the hot combustion gases, which tapering 
throat crowds them into the narrow space 
d, and gives a greatly accelerated velocity 
to then and produces the effect of a steali 
ejector in creating a powerful suction in 
alu 
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e space e that effectively draws out the h cooking vapors. 
twill be seen from the foregoing, that in my invention not only are the poisonous 

gases taken away, but they are made to 
effect, by their greater velccity and Huction 
energy, the useful work of removing the un 
pleasant cooking vapors, thus ridding the 
apartment of all objectionable odors. 
As so far de?cribed, the ventilating ?lue 

O aivanized iron, which is for 
inches in depth to fit in between the studs of 
the woden partitions of a house or in a 
vertie?l slot in a mahonry wall. For a single 
grf rage, a flue 4X4 inches i: saflicient, it 
when a number of superposed ranges are 
employed, the flue is made of the saie depth SEproportion Atly wider. in Figs. 4 and I shown undi?e in 
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relatively narrow space d behind my invention for installing my ventilating 
system in a chimney B alreally built, in 
such case, I make a galvatized iron box l), 
one portion of which is rectangular and fits 
in an opening in the brickwork, the rec. tangilar portion being made of the same 
depth as the brick wall of the chimney. The 
other portion of the box is made tapering. 
extending from the inner fac? of the chirn. 
incy flue at the lower end 1 to a point 2 at 
the top about two-thirds the way across the 
chimney flue, leaving the space a for the up 
draft of the smoke from other stoves. This 
box is formed with a partition plate l' 
(similar to b in Figs. 1 and 3). It connects 
at the botton with the bottom of the box, 
but stops short of the top of the box so as 
to leave a. adequate space for the odors to 
pass out. finto the SE inner side of the 
box is tapped the outlet pipe a from the 
gas range and a pipe l' communicates with 
the top of the box a:d xtends to a point 
above the roof. The top of the plate l' 
is leaned inwardly a IER, ho as to given 
slight convergence to the throat into which 
the pipe a delivers its gases to produce the 
more forceful induction and suction effect. 
On the race of the box is placed the register 
C'. With this arrangement it will be seen 
that, the updraft of hot, poisonous gases in 
E" t will create an energetic suction in the box I), drawing out all objectionable odors 
from the upper part of the room which to 
gether with the gases, pass ou. throtri the 
pipe B. With this arrangement the venti 
at in R land the inner part of the box 
being athed it the hot currents from the 
snake pipes of other stoves, a greatly stimu 
lated updraft is obtained an a more effect 
ive ventilation. 

In carrying out nay invention, I would 
have it understood that it may be applied 
to all heating appliances from which conn. 
bustion gakes are discharged and which in 

Af with my system are made to re 
nove the va 
effect. 
When I employ the term gas stove I would 

have it riderstood that I linean to include 
in?t only the so called gas range, but also all 
heaters operated by gaseous fuel, such as gas 
heating stoves for warning a rooin, or gas 
water heater for henting the water supply 
of the kitchen and bath. 

I clain 
1. A ventilating system, cymprising an 

apart in ent, a gas stov's arranged in Raid 
apartin't having a discharge. pipe com 
ticatigrat it ent with the collation 
clauxer of the gas stove, an upright ven 
tilitigr flue 'ni in Ini?ating with said dis 
large pipe and extentled into communica 

i? with this it ('r air, said ventiating flic 
; vig at a point if its sidea' 

thf. t. 14, 1:1:...it ,' 

pors of cooking by an inductive 
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cooking vapor and inpure air and a parti: 
tian plate arranged in aid fle opposite aid 
i. connected at the bottonto the wall of thiue below the opening and forming a 

s' chamber next to mid opening in communi 
eation with the flute above said opening, to 
cause the hot and poinonour rambustion ares 
of the stove to bs removed from the art ment and to carry away by induction this im 

10 pure air of the apartment and the vaporoux 
exhalations from the stove, 2. A ventilating system, comprising an 
apartment, a gas stove arranged in said 
apartment, having a discharge pipe com 

15 municating at one end with the combustion 
chamber of the gas stove, an upright ven 
tilating flue communicating with said dis 

; harge pipe and extended into communica 
tion with the outer air, said ventilating flue 20 hiving at a point in its side net the ceiling 
of the apartment in opening for receiving 
cooking vapors and impure air and part 
tion plate arranged in aid flue opposite aid 
2. connected at the bottom to the ball 25 of the flue below the opening and forming a 
chamber next to said opening in communi 
cation with the flue above said opening, to 
cause the hot and poisonous combustion gases 
of the stove to be removed from the apart 
nent and to carry away by induction the im 
pire air of the apartment and the vaporous 
exhalation? from the stove, aid 
plate being spaced nearer to the back wall of 
the flue tin it is to the wall containing the 
intake k 

3. A venti?ting system, comprising an 
partment, a gas stov arrangid, in said 

aibartnet, having a discharge pipe coin 
initiating at one end with the cornblation 
chamber of the gas stove, an upright, ven tilating fitte communicating with said dis 
charge and extended into continunica 
tion with the outer air, said ventilating flue having at a point in its side near the ceiling 
of the apn 
cuoking vapors and impure ir and a parti 48 t an opening for receiving. 

tion plate arranged in aid flue opposite said 
pening cnnnected at the bottom to the wall 

of the fine below the opening and forming a 
chamber next to paid opening in communica- 0 
tion with the flue above aid opening, to 
cause the hot and poisonous combustion gases 
of the stove to be remayed from the apart 
nent and tip carry away by induction this in pure air of the partment and the vaporpus SS 
exhalations fron the stove, said partition 
plate being spaced nearer to the baek wall of 
the flue than it is to the wall containing the 
intake opening and having its lower end in 
clined to form a converging throat to stimus BO 
late the movement of the hot combustion 
gases at their point of contact with the cook 
ing vapors, O O e O 

. A ventilating flue having an opening in 
the side provided with a grating and an in S 
duction partition plate opposite said grated 
opening connected at its lower end to the 
wall containing the opening and free and 
disconnected at its upper end, the lower end 
of aid flue being formed as abbr adapted to 78 
to be seated in the wall of a chimney and aving a combation-gas pipe entering it be 
hind the partition. 

5. A Yg the side provid 
luction partition plate op 
opening conn at its lower end to the 
wall colt lining the opening and free and 
disconnected at its upper end, the lower and of said fue, being formed as a box adapted 80 to be seated in the wall of a chimneyard having a combustion-gas pipe i 

Oa. 
ter 

fluehaving an opening in 
with a grating and an in 7s 

ite said 

behind the partition and the iuner wa 
sid box being inclined to giye it a 
dinension at the top than it has at the bot- 88 
ton. 

In testimony whereof I afix my signature 
in presence of two witnesses 

AL LEN. S. JOHNSON. 
Witnesses: ' ' ' 
W. D. Jas Jr. 
F. A. E. 


